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Full Turbine Life-cycle
Provider
We Make Wind Competitive
Mita-Teknik has been in the business of control automation since
1969. Our track record is continuously proven, as more than
50,000 wind turbines equipped with our control systems, daily
deliver optimal performance and unsurpassed reliability.
Our mission to Make Wind Competitive applies to everything we
do, and every product and service in our portfolio is designed with
the primary objective to optimize your production, improve your
bottom line and make you more competitive.
Mita-Teknik’s primary focus has always been aimed towards
the OEMs of the wind industry and it still is today. We have
successfully handled projects ranging from a few kW to large MW
setups, on- and offshore. In addition to our OEM offerings, we
also offer a cost-competitive Retrofit solution that satisfies the
steady growing aftermarket segment.

Complete System Integrator
Mita-Teknik offer everything in Turbine Control, Electrical Pitch,
Condition Monitoring, SCADA, Optimization, Retrofit and
Customer Partnering - all designed to provide our customers
with high yield cost-optimized wind turbine operation and
maintenance.
With Mita-Teknik you will experience the true value of full-service
control system integration.

Turbine Control
Our Turbine Control solutions consists of three main platforms;
the WP4200, WP100 and WP3x00 MK ll. With these platforms,
Mita-Teknik is able to provide superior control and performance
to any wind turbine, whether its small wind, MW or Retrofit.
Adding the MiConnect Mobile Diagnostic App to the solution, you
will be able to monitor and visualize the wind turbine operation
process via your smartphone or tablet.

Pitch Control
The Mita-Teknik Pitch systems are a range of complete electrical
pitch systems designed for on- and offshore wind turbines up to 10
MW. To optimize the power curve and to apply minimum load to the
structure, it is necessary to regulate the aerodynamic power. This
is done by pitching the rotor blades collectively (CPC) or individually
(IPC) to maintain rotor speed at optimum, while at the same time
keep the rotor speed below maximum.

SCADA
Our SCADA MiScout solution provide you with the features, flexibility
and services you need to gain greater control of your wind turbines
or park. We provide one of the most complete SCADA solution in the
wind industry today. Whether you are an owner, operator or service
engineer, you will find that we have a solution that will cover your
every need when it comes to monitoring, controlling and servicing
your wind turbines.

Park Control
Our Park Control solution consists of our field-proven hardware,
developed for harsh on- and offshore environments, as well
as multiple software packages optimized specifically to your
location. With the Park Control solution it’s possible to control
and monitor from 2 to 2500 wind turbines in 0 to 50 clusters.
Combined with our SCADA system you are able to control and
monitor all local, regional and global parks from the same office.

Communication Network
Connecting wind turbines and parks to the Internet is a security risk.
For safety purposes, today’s wind parks require safe, field-proven
and reliable communication. Our SCADA system, combined with
the ER1000 Gigabit Ethernet Router and ES1000 Gigabit Ethernet
Switch makes park monitoring safe, easy and secure. ER1000 and
ES1000 give you the benefit of connecting turbines in a wind park,
and making them online accessible from anywhere in the world.

Grid Connection
Our patented Grid Connection Module WP4060 is developed
for soft connection of asynchronous wind turbine generators to
the grid. The WP4060 ensures effective current control before,
during and after the synchronous point. The soft connection
principle ensures a remarkable reduction in net disturbances
and wind turbine wear, and the controlled connection can be
configured for both strong and weak net conditions.

Condition Monitoring
With the MiCMS Condition Monitoring System, you can perform
predictive maintenance and avoid unplanned costs. MiCMS helps
you reduce the overall maintenance costs, while at the same
time improve the reliability and availability of your turbine. With
up to 16 IEPE type accelerometers strategically placed on the
drive train, MiCMS monitors the drive train components, such as
the gearbox, generator, main bearings as well as the tower.

› Turbine Control

› Operation
› Turbine S

Power Panels
Our competent engineers and technicians are dedicated to
ensure high quality and cost-effective power panels. We offer;
control panels for wind turbines, wind park control panels,
customized pitch boxes, PC climate racks for SCADA equipment
and LVDP-Low Voltage Distribution panels. Customers benefit
from our large, very experienced and highly flexible supply
chain, with production units in Europe and Asia.

The best solutions are created when we join forces to design
and customize a solution that fits your individual needs. With
a wide range of different services, we provide professional
support for our customers as part of our Customer Partnering
Concept, including know-how based needs assessment, design
& engineering, world wide field service, repair & maintenance
and customer support.

Accessories
Mita-Teknik offers a range of accessories designed for the
wind industry. We find the accessories necessary to ensure
that your wind turbine is stable and efficient, based on your
specifications and experience. The accessories from MitaTeknik are all developed, tested and certified for the wind
industry and are fully integrable with all Mita-Teknik Control
Systems.

on Monitoring

Safety

Customer Partnering

› MW Wind
› Retrofit
› Small Wind

› Predictive Maintenance
› Park Control
› Complete SCADA
› Dedicated Customer
Support

› Advanced Control Algorithms
› Complete System Integrator
› +50,000 Turbines Installed
› Full Turbine Life-cycle Provider
› +35 Years of Creating Value

Turbine Control
Ensuring higher profits, performance and Levelized Cost of
Energy (LCOE) for all types of wind turbines and wind parks.

®
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Intelligent Control Systems
We lead the drive for innovative solutions with our Turbine Control platforms,
ensuring higher profits, performance and Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE).

Making Wind Competitive
The Turbine Control platforms from Mita-Teknik benefit from the
experience and success of more than 50,000 installed systems
worldwide and +35 years within the wind business. In 1984, we
delivered the first wind turbine Control System. Since then,
we have combined our well-known technology and knowhow
with outstanding robustness and dedicated user-friendliness,
making our Control platforms the strongest, most powerful and
advanced solutions on the market today.

Key Benefits:

›		Proven Track Record: +50,000 installed systems
		 and +35 years within the wind business.

›		Designed for Wind: robust hardware, specifically
		 designed for operating in harsh environments.

›		Modular Plug-and-Play Solution: highly modulized

		 plug-and-play solution ensuring maximum flexibility.
The Mita-Teknik Turbine Control platforms ensure safe and
reliable operation, and optimize the wind turbine’s output
according to the given weather conditions. It handles all
communication interfaces, and make collected and stored
operation data available for further analysis and optimization.

›		Powerful Redundant Concept: hardware and

		 software redundancy ensuring the highest operation
		 reliability and higher availability.

›		Event-based Operation: fast data sampling and
		 precise control.

›		Unique Control Strategies: advanced Control
Modular, Plug-and-Play Solution
Our Turbine Control platforms are highly modulized, ensuring
our customers maximum flexibility. Our modular plug-and-play
solution supports a scalable and open control setup in order
to minimize complexity and ensure easy maintenance. Our
extensive product portfolio enables us to deliver solutions for
all setups, ranging from small wind turbines to large on- and
offshore wind turbines, securing maximum performance, high
availability and optimal energy production.

		 algorithms reducing loads and/or improving energy
		production.

›		Self-configuration: easy installation with

		 automatic module detection and self-configuration.

›		Self-diagnostic: self-diagnosing in each module
		 for optimal operation and error reporting.

›		Data Logging: advanced event based data logging
		 and storage.

›		Multiple Programming and Simulations: CoDeSys,
		 Matlab, C/C++, GH Bladed and Simpack.

›		Maintenance Free: designed to be maintenance
		 free for the whole wind turbine lifetime.

Control Overview
Control System Platforms
WP4200 CPU Controller
- 00, - 08, - 09, - 10

WP100 CPU Controller
- 00, - 30, - 31, - 32

Interface Modules
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CPU: 2x ARM Cortex™- A15 1.2 GHz
DSP: 2x TI C66X 750 MHz
DDR lll RAM: 1 GB
Flash disk: 1 GB SLC NAND + 4 (up to 64) GB eMMC
Communication speed: 10/100/1000 Mbit/s
Integrated CMS
Operation temperature: -30 to +60°C
(fanless operation)		
Storage temperature: -40 to +85°C		

The WP4200 platform is based on the multicore CPU
technology. It offers superior performance and with its
built-in floating point unit it is perfectly suited for high
demanding control- and regulation applications. The
controllers are equipped with high-speed gigabit Ethernet
interface, for communication in the wind farm. It also
features safety chain relay logic that integrates with
the Safety System to fulfill the requirements in the ISO
13849-1 standard.

CPU: ARM Cortex™- A8 1000 MHz
DDR lll RAM: 1024 MB
Flash Disk: 1024 MB
Communication speed: 10 kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s
Built-in GPS receiver
Operation temperature: -30 to +60°C
(fanless operation)
Storage temperature: -40 to +85°C

The WP100 platform is specially designed for control
of small and medium sized wind turbines. The WP100
Controller is built with focus on compatibility and
flexibility and has various on-board I/O channels that makes
it possible to use the controller as standalone (without
additional I/O modules) to control systems with limited
complexity. The controller is equipped with two high-speed
interfaces that work as separate network interfaces. The
controller also features safety chain relay logic.

WP-Line 111 MK II - Power Supply
WP-Line 112 MK II - Gigabit Ethernet Switch/PSU
WP-Line 151 MK II - Grid Measurement
WP-Line 351 MK II - COMBI I/O
WP-Line 411 MK II - 16 PT100/PT1000
WP-Line 412 MK II - 32 PT100/PT1000
WP-Line 413 MK II - 16 Analog Current Output
WP-Line 414 MK II - COMBI I/0 (DI/DO/PT)
WP-Line 415 MK II - 32 Analog Input
WP-Line 416 MK II - 64 Digital Input
WP-Line 417 MK II - 64 Digital Output
WP-Line 418 MK II - COMBI I/0 (DI/DO/AI/PT)
WP-Line 419 MK II - COMBI I/0 (DI/AO/AI)
WP-Line 420 MK II - 16 digital input
WP-Line 421 MK II - 32 digital input
WP-Line 422 MK II - 48 digital input
WP-Line 423 MK II - 64 digital input
WP-Line 424 MK II - 32 DIN/16 DOUT
WP-Line 425 MK II - 32 DIN/16 DOUT/16x AIN(I)
WP-Line 426 MK II - 16 DIN, 16 PT100/PT1000
WP-Line 511 MK II - CANopen Master

The WP-Line interface modules adds flexibility to the
Mita-Teknik Turbine Control systems. With the WP-Line
modules you are able to combine, build and create your
ultimate setup.

15” TFT with 1024 x 768 resolution, 16 bit colours
Maximum user comfort via the HMI principle
User-friendly menu structure
USB port available
Pressure sensitive touch screen; responds to
finger, gloved hand or pen

The WP4052 Graphic Color Touch Screen Display ensures
quick and reliable survey of functions and data in the
wind turbine. It provides maximum user comfort via the
HMI principle and a user-friendly menu structure. The
WP4052 display is available in a cold climate version with
internal heater.

7” TFT with 800 x 480 resolution, 16 bit colours
Maximum user comfort via the HMI principle
User-friendly menu structure
USB port available

The WP4053 Graphic Color Touch Screen Display is
compatible with the WP4x00, WP100 and WP3x00 MK II
platforms. It gives the possibility to start/stop the
turbine, access diagnostic data, parameter changing and
troubleshooting. It is the perfect solution for cost-optimized
setups where size of the display is one of the crucial factors.

Manage profiles for quick access to
pre-configured wind turbines
Navigate intuitively through data
View overall system status, principal
mechanical and electrical characteristics
Monitor data changes in real-time

With the MiConnect Mobile Diagnostic App, monitoring and
visualization of your wind turbine’s operation process is now
possible via your smartphone and tablet. MiConnect makes
service easy, and gives you the overview you need to ensure
optimal operation and performance of your wind turbine.

HMI Interfaces
WP4052 Touch Display
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WP4053 Touch Display
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Main Turbine Control

Communication
(HMI, Machine
and Remote
Network)

Operative System (OS)
Optional: Integrated CMS

I/O Modules
(Discrete I/O,
Field Buses,
Ethernet)

Application
Turbine Control
Pitch
Torque
Filtering
Loads Features

Application
Auxiliaries Control
Pump, Heaters,
Fans etc.
Communication
Statemachine
Supervision

The Mita-Teknik Turbine Control platforms use the advanced
OS42xx Operating System software, featuring Failsafe Flash
file system, TCP/IP protocol stack, WEB-server, plug-and-play
identification/configuration of all WP-Line modules, status
code system, 30-year summation structure, menu system and
log systems. The software architecture is also offering:

›

Machine Peripheral
Devices
(Sensors,
Attenuators)

System Applications
Park Control
Customized Log
Protocols
Bladed Interface
Datalogger
Alarm Client
Alarm Server

Software Architecture
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Remote Access
(MiScout SCADA,
3rd party SCADA,
Park Control)

Event-based architecture
High real-time performance – fast reaction to async. events
Integrated Matlab Simulink programming and modeling
Integrated DLL generation for GH Bladed, DigSILENT
PowerFactory or similar tools
Open Protocol\Modbus\IEC61400-25\Open MPP\OPC

The Mita-Teknik controllers handle the executing of up to 10
different synchronous/asynchronous applications running
in parallel. As an example this could be: turbine control
application, grid quality monitor and condition monitoring
applications, standard communication protocols, customer
specific communication protocols, CoDeSys RTS etc.

Tools & Functions
Our Turbine Control platforms are supported by an extensive
package of tools and functions, covering the needs of all parties;
from the R&D department - over the Service department - to
the professional end-user.
Off-the-shelf standard applications based on Mita-Tekniks
long-standing experience in wind helps you reduce overall
system implementation costs. You can choose among several
applications within wind turbine control, park control, substation
control, met-station control etc.
Application software source code can be acquired from MitaTeknik and gives you a jump start to the development of your
own customized application software.
Language customization tool supporting uni code ensures high
reliability and efficiency as your users can operate the system in
their native language.

Take Control - PEPTOOL Automation Suite
We provide our unique and open automation environment, the
PEPTOOL software suite. With PEPTOOL, you get complete
control of your wind turbine/wind park and gain the power
to rapidly change the application source code, controlling
the behavior of the control system. This way, you are able to
quickly respond to changes and new requirements and you can
continuously expand your facility extending the potential and
lifetime of your investment.
PEPTOOL allows your engineers and technicians customize the
software in an intuitive environment built around the standard

Microsoft Windows platform. In addition, PEPTOOL allows
you to create new additional applications for the controller
including generation of detailed documentation and reports.
PEPTOOL supports the programming languages ANSI C/C++
and Structured Text and compiles ready-to-use applications
for the Mita-Teknik controllers and DLL’s for the Emulator and
simulation tools.

Great at Control
Classical Control
Approach

Mita-Teknik Advanced
Control Approach

Pitch, speed and power

PI- Controllers

Wind Speed
Estimator

Advanced Control
features

State Machine

Optimal
CP-tracking

Optimizes power output
and improving production

Supervision

Load Limiting
Features

Decreases turbine loads
and costs

Powerful Control for Wind
The wind market demand is to reduce costs on all parts of the
turbine while enhancing quality and performance. Our customers
achieve both with the our intelligent Turbine Control platforms.
Our solutions offer superior performance and is developed
specifically to withstand the harsh environmental conditions in
the wind industry on- and offshore. Our systems are developed for
unmanned operation and contains no moving parts.
Our own EMC laboratory enables us to test all components
during development and all series productions. Our Turbine
Control hardware is tested twice the EMC standard. We have
tested our modules against this standard through more than
25 years, ensuring the highest level of robustness and reliability
throughout the product lifetime.
A wind turbine has an expected lifetime of 20 to 30 years. Our
Turbine Control platforms are designed to be maintenance free
for the whole wind turbine lifetime.

Reducing the Cost of Energy
A Turbine Control system consists of hardware and software
to operate the turbine machinery. At Mita-Teknik, we are not
only specialized in the hardware setup. We also have leading
industry knowledge in Load and Control Optimization features.

The Mita Load & Control team is specialized in wind turbine
optimization and delivers a wide range of advanced control features.
By applying advanced control integration knowhow and services,
we are able to reduce loads and/or improve energy production and
hereby reduce the Cost of Energy (CoE).
This includes algorithms and drives for controlling main turbine blade
pitch, rotor speed, generator power and yaw positioning, but also the
supporting functions such as cooling, lubrication, power supply etc.
We reduce the Cost of Energy by:

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Load calculation and optimization to improve AEP.
Unique proprietary Control Strategies to improve production
and performance (2PI and Torque).
Robust pitch and power control for optimal power production.
Individual Pitch Control (IPC) for reduction of nacelle tilt and
yaw, blade and tower extreme and fatigue loads.
Drivetrain damping for reduction of fatigue loads on
drivetrain and gearbox.
Active tower damping for reduction of tower fatigue loads.
Load and Control Toolbox - MiLaCtool - to optimize the
design and load calculations for all sizes of wind turbines.

Pitch Control
Experience a new level of reliability, availability and simplicity
with the Mita Pitch System.
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Proven Pitch Control
Cost competitive and well-proven
system with 30 years design life.

Excellent Engineering
Robust and innovative design with
top-shelf components only.

High Availability
High reliability, simple maintenance
procedures and on-the-fly testing.

Mita-Teknik - A Proven Partner
Precise, safe and reliable performance is essential to ensure
a profitable wind turbine operation. With more than 50,000
Control Systems and more than 3,000 Pitch Systems in operation
worldwide, Mita-Teknik is your proven technology partner. The
Mita Pitch System is the latest Pitch System developments by
Mita-Teknik. We introduce an optimized Pitch System generation
based on knowhow and best practice from previous Pitch System
generations. The Mita Pitch System, being an integrated part
of the wind turbine Safety System, is designed to effectively
minimize O&M costs, reduce downtime and improve productivity.

Key Benefits:

›		Proven Pitch Control - cost competitive, well-proven
		 and certified system.

›		30 Years Design Life - highly robust system.
›		Rugged Design - IP65 units with seawater resistant
		housings.

›		Durability - designed for extreme climate variations
		 and high altitude.

›		Excellent Engineering - top-shelf components only
A New Standard

		and thorough test procedures.

›		Open System - open for development and integration
		 of own software in the Hub Controller.

The Mita Pitch System is a turnkey solution that fits any 3-bladed
wind turbine model up to 10 MW. The Mita Pitch System provides
a high degree of availability and reliability, while ensuring safe
operation of the wind turbine. The highly robust system has been
extensively tested, and it comes with a design life of 30 years.
A complete Mita Pitch System is comprised of the following parts:
› 1 x Mita Hub Unit
› 3 x Mita Blade Units
› 3 x Mita Servo Motors
› 3 x Mita Energy Storage
› 3 x Sensor Sets
› 1 x Customized set of mounting brackets
› 1 x Customized set of cables
Additionally, a Service Box is available for onsite manual operation.

›		Open Solution - turnkey or kit-set solutions.
›		High Availability - high reliability, fast commissioning,

		 self-test on-the-fly and simple maintenance procedures.

›		Performance Optimization - including Pitch
		 Performance Optimization services.

›		Extended Warranty - 5 years warranty starting from
		 the day of commissioning.

›		Full Support - remote and onsite support by qualified
		 Mita-Teknik engineers.

›		Certification - ISO 13849-1, IEC 61400-1, IEC 61400-3,
		 IEC 61400-22, GL 2010, GL 2012 and DNVGL-SE-0441.

›		Compliance - GB/T 25386 and NB/T 31018.

Mita Pitch System
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Input voltage: 3 x 400 Vac + N + PE
Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Operation temperature: -30°C to +60°C
Transportation/storage temperature:
-40°C to +70°C
Degree of protection: IP65

Mita Hub Unit
The Mita Hub Unit is the central connection point for distributing
power, safety and communication in the hub. The enclosure of the
unit is designed to be placed centrally in the hub, or next to the blade 1
units. The unit is equipped with main fuses for each of the Blade
Units, and a Hub Controller (WP100 Platform), which centralizes the
Pitch control of all three blades and the communication with the WTC.

The Mita Hub Unit is available in four ratings:
Output: 3 x 47 A RMS
Output: 3 x 76 A RMS
Output: 3 x 102 A RMS
Output: 3 x 128 A RMS

The Hub Unit comes in a rugged seawater-resistant aluminum
housing that allows the unit to withstand fluctuations in temperature, humidity, and salty air. The protection class is IP65, and
the unit is suitable for use in both on- and offshore wind turbines.
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Mita Blade Unit
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Output voltage: 0-400 Vac
Output frequency: 0-300 Hz
Operation temperature: -30°C to +60°C
Transportation/storage temperature:
-40°C to +70°C
Degree of protection: IP65

The Mita Blade Unit is available in four ratings:
› Output nominal current: 45 A RMS
› Output nominal current: 74 A RMS
› Output nominal current: 100 A RMS
› Output nominal current: 126 A RMS
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Rated voltage: 480 Vdc
Max. voltage: 510 Vdc
Operation temperature: -30°C to +60°C
Transportation/storage temperature:
-40°C to +70°C
Degree of protection: IP65

The Energy Storage is available in four ratings:
480 V 1.9F
480 V 3.1F
480 V 3.8F
480 V 4.2F

›
›
›
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The Mita Hub Unit is configured to meet the specific requirements
of the Pitch System and hub.

The Mita Pitch System consists of three separate and
independent Mita Blade Units, working as an integrated part of
the wind turbine Safety System. This design allows each of the
Mita Pitch Blade Units to activate the Safety System in case any
unsafe condition develops within the Pitch System.
Available in several variants with different power performances, the
Blade Unit can be combined with Servo Motors of different sizes,
allowing a variety of combinations. The Mita Blade Unit is mounted
inside the hub near each blade root and is designed to withstand
the severe conditions of that specific environment. The Blade Unit
comes in a rugged seawater-resistant aluminum housing that
allows the unit to withstand fluctuations in temperature, humidity,
and salty air. The protection class is IP65, and the unit is suitable for
use in both on- and offshore wind turbines.

Mita Energy Storage
The Mita Energy Storage delivers the power and energy to the
Mita Pitch System during grid fault (LVRT) and grid drop. The
Mita Energy Storage is designed to deliver the required amount
of energy and power for safe operation of the Mita Pitch System
in all conditions. The optimum Energy Storage variant is selected
to deliver the required power and energy during LVRT and a
following grid drop – and to store the regenerated energy from
the Pitch Servo Motors.
Long life of the Mita Energy Storage is ensured by using high
quality ultracapacitor cells with +0 to +20% capacitance,
integrated voltage balancing of each of the ultracapacitor cells,
preheating, temperature control and Smart Energy Storage
Management. Preheating ensures high performance with low
ESR and high current capability at low temperatures.
The Energy Storage Unit comes in a rugged seawater-resistant
aluminum housing that allows the unit to withstand fluctuations in
temperature, humidity, and salty air. The protection class is IP65, and
the unit is suitable for use in both on- and offshore wind turbines.
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Rated voltage: 3 x 400 Vac
Operation temperature: -30 °C to +60 °C
Transportation/storage temperature:
-40°C to +70°C
Protection class: IP65
Paint finish: C4/C5
Bearings: sealed and greased for life
Cable connection: pluggable
Temperature sensor: PT100/KTY
Closed loop control: encoder/resolver
Brake: safe holding brake
Cooling: natural/forced ventilation

The Pitch Motors are delivered in several ratings:
› Nominal speed: 1400 to 2800 rpm
› Nominal power: 7.5 to 30 kW
› Peak torque (3s): 150 to 600 Nm

Mita Pitch Motor
The Mita Servo Motor program includes 3-phase asynchronous
and synchronous PM motors that are designed as a plug-andplay solution with pluggable cable connections and predefined
optimized parameter settings for the Mita Pitch System. The
Mita Servo Motor has integrated temperature sensor, holding
brake, encoder/resolver and optional forced ventilation fan.
The holding brake is failsafe and ensures reliable operation
in harsh operation and standstill (typhoon) conditions. The
holding brake release timing and wear condition is controlled and
monitored by the Mita Blade Unit using overextension, reduced
holding current and intelligent sensing. The Servo Motors are
designed for frequency converter operation with isolated and
sealed bearings.
The Servo Motor program includes Servo Motors that match both
on- and offshore requirements, speed and torque requirements, as
well as variants to fit the Pitch gearbox flange and shaft tolerances.

Durability
The Mita Pitch System is designed to prevent expensive
downtime and costly maintenance. Only a small number of
wear parts are used, which is crucial to attaining the long design
life of the system, reducing failures at component level, and
lowering the overall maintenance costs. This way, the Mita Pitch
System guarantees you the highest value of investment.
Mita Pitch System customers benefit from a modularized Pitch
System based on various standardized sizes of Hub Units, Blade
Units, brushless PM Servo Motors, Asynchronous Servo Motors
and Energy Storages based on either ultracapacitors or long life
VRLA batteries.
The Hub Units can be configured with options from a long list
of standardized options, and can finally be supplemented with
customized software for integration with any 3rd party wind
turbine control system, or any special feature required to meet
specific demands in the wind turbine hub.
With predetermined parameter sets and a simplified workflow,
we guarantee smooth installation, commissioning and
maintenance with limited downtime and higher availability.
Whatever you choose a turnkey- or kit-set solution, MitaTeknik is your dedicated electrical pitch technology partner.
This includes Pitch Performance Optimization Services ensuring
optimal wind turbine operation.

Robust Design
The Mita Pitch System is designed for the harsh environment
in the rotating hub of on- and offshore wind turbines. The Mita
Pitch System performs effortlessly in wide temperature ranges
from -30°C to +60°C, continuous vibrations and forces induced
during constant rotation and emergency stops.

Comprehensive Test Procedures

›		The Mita Pitch System is the result of thousands of
		
		
		
		

engineering hours and an extensive quality test
procedure. Every single component in the Pitch
System is selected and tested specifically for the
Mita Pitch System.

›		To verify the required robustness and performance,
		
		
		
		

Mita-Teknik conduct a long range of tests ensuring
every component is validated in the Mita-Teknik
laboratories. Combined with automatic tests, this
ensures a well-proven and high quality system.

›		Even when the system is installed and running, we
		
		
		
		
		

continue the focus on testing. Regular testing of
the Mita Pitch System is conducted on-the-fly, while
the turbine continues to operate. This means no
expensive downtime is required to perform the
scheduled automatic tests.

Without the traditional “cabinet in cabinet” approach, we are
able to maximize the system reliability, avoiding high ambient
temperatures inside the cabinet.
Remote monitoring, configuration, troubleshooting and
software updates allows easy service access and minimal
maintenance. Further, all forecasts of maintenance tasks are
based on actual wear and the integrated CMS possibilities are
capturing and storing all operational data. Operation and control
of the Mita Pitch System is possible via your mobile-, tablet- or
PC browser via a graphical and user-friendly desktop.

The Mita Pitch System is based on an innovative design with
integrated drives.

Pitch Performance
The Mita-Teknik Load & Control engineers offer simulation
of your wind turbine with all IEC61400 load cases, to ensure
the Pitch System meets the performance requirements in all
relevant situations, and at the same time is not oversized.
A simulation report list all required peak, average and
aggregated values to select the optimum units for the Pitch
System solution.

By these Pitch Performance calculations, you are guaranteed
the optimal Pitch System for your specific wind turbine.

Pitch to
Perfection

High Reliability and Availability
Along with safety, reliability and availability are essential
requirements to ensure optimal wind turbine operation. The
Mita Pitch System is designed to maximize availability and
performance of your wind turbines, while applying minimum
loads to the structure.

›

components, including Mita Servo Motor and Mita Energy
Storage, and it ensures the wind turbine is stopped in case the
wind turbine control system should fail to keep the turbine
operation within the design limits. In case of grid fault and/or
grid drop, the Mita Pitch System is powered from the Energy
Storage.

High Availability - high reliability, fast commissioning,
		 self-test on-the-fly and simple maintenance procedures.

›

High Reliability - reduced components count and high level
		 of integration into the Blade Units.
The Mita Pitch System pitches the rotor blades collectively (CPC)
or individually (IPC) to maintain pitch angle and rotor speed at
optimum, and keep the rotor speed within the design limits.
For maximum safety, blades are pitched to feathering position
- automatically and autonomously in case of Safety System
activation.
The Pitch System continuously monitors the communication
from the wind turbine controller, and the health of all system

APQP4Wind
The Mita Pitch System is developed, tested and manufactured
according to the APQP4Wind standard, and all parts come with
an extended warranty starting from the day of commissioning.

Condition Monitoring
Maximize turbine energy output and
revenue generation
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MiCMS Condition Monitoring
Our MiCMS Condition Monitoring System allows you to plan onsite maintenance
visits most optimally, making predictive maintenance easier than ever before.

Known Issues
Production downtime, due to unexpected faults and unplanned
maintenance, has a significant negative impact to the overall
profitability of operating a wind turbine. With wind turbines
often being placed in remote locations, and exposed to highly
variable and harsh weather condition, it is crucial to be able to
monitor and detect faulty equipment in time to plan service and
maintenance most optimally.

The Solution
Vibration analysis is the cornerstone of the Condition Monitoring
System.
MiCMS consists of the remotely operated WP4200 controller and
our SCADA system, MiScout. With 8-16 external accelerometers
strategically placed on the drivetrain, MiCMS monitors the tower
and drivetrain components, such as the gearbox, generator and
main bearings.
One of the advantages of using vibration monitoring is that
you are able to exactly pinpoint the defected component within
e.g. the gearbox. MiCMS provides visual indication of the wind
turbine’s current condition through MiScout SCADA.

The Benefits of CMS
By applying an updated predictive maintenance strategy,
using state-of-the-art sensors and algorithms, you are able to
minimize unplanned outages and maximize the energy output
and revenue generation.
The MiCMS Condition Monitoring System from Mita-Teknik
effectively reduce equipment run-to-failure situations and allows
you to perform predictive maintenance - effectively optimizing
the overall performance of the wind turbine.

Key Benefits:

›		Powerful and robust hardware.
›		Integration with MiScout SCADA System.
›		 High level of signal quality.
›		GL Certified.
›		Sophisticated Algorithms for Monitoring.
›		Possible to integrate with third-party control
		systems.

›		Flexible setup and extension with auxiliary sensors.

MiCMS Setups

›		Integrated - for the complete Mita-Teknik experience
›		Standalone - add MiCMS to any existing setup, Mita-Teknik or

The MiCMS solution comes in various hardware configurations,
and supports different solutions for installation; either as
integrated, standalone or portable, making MiCMS extremely
versatile and flexible.

		 third-party control system
›		Portable - everything you need in a small and cost-effective
		 service package

INTEGRATED

STANDALONE

PORTABLE

›
›
›
›
›
›

›
›
›
›
›

›
›
›
›

WTG Control
CMS Control
CMS Software
Power Panel
Sensors & Cables
Accessories

WP4200-08

WP4200-10

SCADA Integration
MiScout SCADA is the natural extension of MiCMS, and lets the
user oversee the health of the unit 24/7. The MiScout interface
is very intuitive and users can easily monitor the turbine state,
as well as production, availability, alarms, weather conditions
and more, and react instantly to alarms and shifts in weather
conditions – ensuring increased availability, reduced OPEX and
ultimately, higher profits. MiScout is available for all platforms
and devices.

CMS Control
CMS Software
Cabinet
Sensors & Cables
Accessories

CMS Control
CMS Software
Sensors & Cables
Suitcase

WP4200-10

CMS Centre
Location: Customer
MiScout SCADA

Internet

Online turbine
access
Reporting and
alarm forwarding

or
Online shared
database
Wind turbine fitted with MiCMS
controller

CMS Centre
Location: Mita-Teknik
MiScout SCADA

Database

Location: wind park

MiCMS Surveillance Centre
The MiCMS Surveillance Centre offers Mita-Teknik customers 24/7
surveillance of wind turbines and wind parks. Mita-Teknik’s CMS
experts ensure professional monitoring, analysis and counselling
services through three different service level packages.
As standard, all MiCMS customers receive:

›		On-site commissioning of the MiCMS system (HW/SW)
›		Kinematic data preparation
›		Initial configuration of system, remote/controller and 		

		server/application
›		CMS data collection and processing during learning phase
		 (typically 3 months)
›		Training (optional)

1

›
›

›

24/7 surveillance of X turbines
CMS data collection and analysis, vibration 		
monitoring and faults detection
Immediate fault reporting. Timely forwarding of alarms
with recommendation for further actions
Storage of all CMS-related data in a secured database

2

›
›

Periodical reporting with trend analysis (short report)
Yearly status report (extended diagnostic report)

3

›

Consulting and cooperation with company partners to
do on-site inspections if it is required after reporting
Extended status reports (optional)
Extended analysis (optional)

›

›
›

GL Certified
Mita-Teknik MiCMS System is in complete compliance with
the GL Guideline for CMS System Development (2013). The
certificate includes both standalone and integrated MiCMS
solutions.
Certification of the MiCMS System according to the GL Guidelines
for CMS System Development by DNV-GL demonstrates MitaTeknik’s commitment to quality, consistency and continuous
improvement.

Mita-Teknik also hold a certificate for our Quality Management
System according to ISO 9001, TÜV Nord Cert GmbH.

The Value of
Predictive Maintenance

WP4200-08
MiCMS Controller

Converting mechanical
vibrations into electric signals,
accelerometers provide
measurements from the tower,
main bearing, gearbox and
generator to the MiCMS unit
where vibration signals undergo
real-time processing.

Live Data Storage and Visualization
MiCMS is used for vibration analysis. It surveys predetermined
critical vibration levels. The frequency range is 0.1 -10000 Hz and
the vibration range is 0.001 - 25G.
The measurement of vibrations is performed by 8-16 external
accelerometers. The real-time measurement of vibrations is
controlled by a flexible measurement task scheduler, which can
be individually configured with analysis in time and frequency
domain.
MiCMS can utilize operational turbine data from the main
controller for supersensitive analysis of vibrations in regards to
situational components loadings and performance.

Get Started with MiCMS
The MiCMS is designed to be equally suitable for both experts
and users without knowledge of vibration analysis. Users
with no prior experience can use proven baseline values from
appropriate ISO and VDI standards to monitor changes in turbine
conditions and compare key parameters against thresholds.
Experienced users can apply the settings with sophisticated
algorithms for spectral analysis in different bands to identify
the faults by results of advanced diagnostics automatically.
It enables optimum planning of maintenance schedules,
personnel and maerials forecasting the expected costs.

MiScout 5
Complete multi brand SCADA and asset management solution
for monitoring, control and service.

®

Great at Control

Complete SCADA Solution
MiScout 5 SCADA is designed to increase productivity and revenue
by optimizing costs and improving turbine availability.

MiScout 5
The continuous growth of the wind industry and technology
developments have led to new requirements for SCADA and Asset
Management Systems. The systems are required to deliver extensive
value by providing the right tools to increase availability and optimize
performance, in a user-friendly interface. Our 6th SCADA generation,
MiScout 5, is developed to answer those requests. Built on experience
and our successful predecessors, this new generation provides you
with the analytical, predictive maintenance and forecasting tools
to effectively optimize the performance of the wind farm. The user
interaction is redesigned together with our closest partners to ensure
a simple and intuitive web interface, providing all the right tools and
functionalities needed.
The solution is available in two versions; Cloud and Enterprise
each designed to meet the demands from different setups,
utilities, service providers, OEMs and owners.
MiScout 5 Cloud - The Cloud version is a hosted solution suitable for
users with small wind parks or companies that want to offer their
customers insights without the investment in large system setups
or expensive OEM SCADA systems. In a common web browser or via
a device, the system offers an easy overview of key weather, turbine
and financial data in combination with low running costs.
MiScout 5 Enterprise - The Enterprise version is a fully flexible,
scalable stand-alone or hosted solution developed for medium
and large-scale professionals that require the maximum level of
data handling. It provides an extensive list of add-on services like
data-synchronization, advanced in-depth data analysis, wind park
optimization features, training and service agreements.

Key Benefits:

›		Multi Brand Support - one system to support many
		 different turbine types.

›		Level 1 & 2 - perform everything from service to asset
		 management in one system.

›		System Plug-in Architecture - create different
		 setups for users depending on their needs.

›

Multi-user Access - distribute access to different
		 users and groups according to the needs.

›

User Profiles - user configurations are saved and
		 available anywhere regardless of location.

›		Data Analysis & Comparison - show, compare and

		 analyze data from different turbine manufacturers.

›		Reporting - generate and dispatch reports through
		 various channels.

›		Alarm Handling - receive and react on alarms in case

		 of operation deviation.
›		Task Automation - schedule system activities optimally.

›		Forecasting - forecast your production earnings.
›		Data Sync - ensure data integrity across the complete
		 setup.

›		Customizable - customize information, looks & feel.
›		Third-party Integration - provide turbine data to and
		 from other applications using open protocols.

MiScout SCADA Overview
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MiScout 5 Architecture
MiScout 5 is a modern Microsoft Windows or Linux based SCADA
system, consisting of one or more servers and a set of clients to
display data and interact with individual units as well as full parks.
The core of the system is the MiScout 5 server(s) that
communicates with the units though standard or proprietary
protocols. It reads and writes data, performs data calculations
and provides data to the different clients. The data are stored in
a Microsoft SQL Server database, which apart from the unit data,
stores information about the system configuration, users and
other data necessary for operation. Online and high-speed data
are stored in a highly effective Cassandra database that enables
very fast logging and data retrieval.
After the data is calculated and stored, it is used for generating
reports, turbine performance analysis, as well as for turbine
troubleshooting and alarming.

Data Collector
The Data Collector is a server typically placed inside the park
network. It requests data from the turbines and accumulates
them as historical data, such as 10 min. logs, status logs,
high-speed log, etc. so that they can be synchronized with the
main server or made available to other systems over standard
protocols like OPC.

This setup is especially suitable for parks with low bandwidth or
for integration into other systems.

Flexible & Open System
Today’s market demands flexible and open systems that are easy
to modify and integrate into other systems as well as maintain
key knowledge and intellectual properties in-house.
The Miscout 5 concept accommodates this by offering:

›		Open protocols
›		Open database interfaces
›		Interface descriptions
›		Co-development
›		Access to drawings
›		Knowledge transfer

Customized Data Presentation
As standard, MiScout 5 includes the necessary dashboards and
tools to provide an easy overview for most users. It also comes
with the option to design and customize data and views to fit
your specific needs. This makes it a powerful and flexible tool.
Private Label
MiScout 5 can be delivered as private label option, in order for
users to customize the interface and incorporate own company
logo.

Built in Condition Monitoring
MiScout 5 can be setup and act as an integrated part of the
wind turbine’s Condition Monitoring System. The system can
assist the users in optimizing performance and maintenance
by monitoring key data like drivetrain condition, production and
availability, while instantly reacting to warnings and alarms that
might affect the production and the operational costs.

Complete SCADA and Communication Solutions

Areas
Developers, Large Scale Owners,
OEM’s, Utilities, Administrators,
ISP’s, Small Turbine Owners

Software
Server Side Software, Client Side
Software, Native & Std. Protocols,
Historical Data, Alarm Handling,
Live Data, Reporting, Remote
Control

Hardware
IP Communications, Mobile
Communication Devices, Servers,
Backup Solutions, Park Network,
UPS Systems

Services
Installation, Customization,
Deployment, Development, SaaS,
Server Hosting, Surveillance

Full Support for Siemens Turbines
As per request from many of our customers the MiScout 5 now
fully supports access to Siemens turbines equipped with the
WTC-3 controller and the STiC box:

›		Centralized fast and unfiltered access for up to 12,000
		 live-, historical- and fast log data.
›		Access to all alarms and events on the turbine.
›		Unlimited number of remote or local “hand terminals”.

›		Remote start/stop of turbines.
›		Remote reset of alarms.
›		Remote change and view parameters.
›		Easy identification of parameters that varies from
		 default and last update.

Choose your
Solution
MiScout 5 - Enterprise
Especially developed to answer the increasing demands from
professional wind turbine owners, operators, service companies
and OEMs that require the highest level of data handling and
add-on services.

MiScout 5 - Cloud
Developed to offer an easy overview of key turbine and financial
data in combination with low running costs.

Users will benefit from a complete SCADA surveillance package
that provides advanced in-depth data analysis, and wind park
optimization features.

The MiScout 5 Cloud automatically connects to turbines and
wind parks 24/7 to monitor production, availability, alarms,
weather conditions etc. It also allows to instantly react on
alarms and shifts in weather conditions – ensuring increased
availability, decreased OPEX and ultimately, higher profits.

Characteristic:

Characteristic:

›		Fully scalable Big Data solution
›		Multi brand connectivity
›		Multiple packages
›		Unlimited MW
›		Unlimited users
›		SLA options
›		Training options
›		Hosting options
›		Financing options
›		Private label
Key Features:

›		Multi Brand Support - full access to many different
		 turbine types.
›		Level 1 & 2 SCADA - perform everything like engineering,
		 service and asset management in one system.
›		Efficient Modern Interfaces - the user-friendly interfaces
		 are designed to help solve everyday tasks in the most		
		 efficient way.
›		Full Data Access on All Levels - access and work with data
		 like production, weather data, parameters and high		 resolution logs.
›		Fully Remote Control - start/stop/reset and control, e.g.
		 parameters of the WTG locally and remote.
›		Task Automation - run tasks like analysis, reporting and
		 data collection in a fully automated environment.
›		Prediction and Forecasting - predict errors and forecast
		 production using statistical methods and weather data.

›		Fully hosted
›		Multi brand connectivity
›		Web, Android, Apple and Windows devices
›		Up to 100 MW park size
›		Up to 5 users
›		3 years data backup
Key Features:

›		Multi Brand Support - access many different turbine types.
›		Online Data - access turbine data 24/7 from everywhere.
›		Map View & Production Data - access live production data
		 for entire portfolio and see status of individual assets.
›		Alarms & Start/Stop/Reset - allows push alarm
		 notification and remote start/stop/reset functionality.
›		Status Codes, Availability & Information Categories 		 allows more in-depth turbine analysis.
›		Report Generation - generate reports to support your
		 business in a web browser.
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